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Dear Reader,
This is the final issue of Deanotations. No need for
condolences. I’m not ending off bitterly or with inspiration dried up. (You’ll still always be my reader.) I’m ending it now because this concludes 20 years of it, a good
round number; because things end, and I’d prefer to end
this myself, not have it fall apart someday; and because
why not?
Most days I e-mail a short poem to about 500 people.
If you’d like receive it, e-mail me at dean@blehert.com.
The poems previously sent out can be found on
www.blehert.com — along with many other poems, plus
over 400 of Pam’s paintings.
Even though this is a sextuple issue, some of you will
still be owed issues. I’ll get in touch with those of you
with subscriptions extending into the 22nd century and
work out something (send you one or more of my books, a
copy of a new book I’m working on...). It may be months
before I work that out.
Warning: This issue is tougher than any I’ve sent you
before, particularly pages 5 through 14, which feature
villanelles, sonnets and sestinas, forms that demand more
attention from both reader and writer than most of the
poems I’ve sent you. Chewy stuff. Some are dark, not
because I’m feeling gloomy (most were written 20 years
ago!), but because dark stuff is worth saying, if I can say it
well enough.
You’ll also find many pages of Ogden Nashery about
elephants and other sun-dried creatures (some rather
ribald), a large handful of haiku, the expected awful puns
— all the usual suspects.
This is the dullest opening letter ever. I do think
America will survive the liberation of Iraq, and one day,
to the theme from “The Magnificent Seven”, G. W. Bush
(not wearing an eye-patch, unless he learns to know when
he can’t see what he can’t see) will gallop into our living
rooms to sell toxic cigarettes to others who dream of being
lean, leathery, taciturn and implacable. It beats Dole-ing
out Viagra. Is Bush as evil as some insist? How should
I know? I have a purely poetic interest in the idea that if
sent to Hell, he’d become the Bush that burns and burns
and is not consumed.
Iraq is too depressing, so the masses watch “reality”
TV and soap operas: weepings of mass distraction. Good
old masses, blest ballast that can go ballistic. Oddly, made
up of basically good beings.
I don’t know if this planet will survive us, but I’m sure
you and I will survive this planet. We are such toughs as
dreams are made by.

To an Early Iris
Well aren’t you something!
You designed it yourself? I
wish I had your flare!
(Isn’t she something!) Ta Ta,
Dear! (She does it every year!)
_____
Spring, when a young man’s fancy turns
and turns, dangling in the wind.
_____
Spring, when a young man’s fancy turns
are fun to watch.
First Law of Quartship
If the boy is gallant,
the gal is buoyant.
_____

“On? inside? between?”
“Sir, are you prepositioning me?”
Plaintiff’s Brief: Paralegal Sues Boss
The accused dictated to my client a long briefing,
then, grown too long for his briefs, got into hers
to satisfy a brief longing.
_____
“Brigadoon” rehearsal:
Kids in their first kilts
smirk.
_____
He stands there, pale rage turning to blush —
I think he just laughed in his pants.

Moving past quickly
so that petrified rabbit
can come to life.
_____
Stopping suddenly —
autumn woods. Shhh. This is
why I’m here.
Practical Pacifism
When I leer at the strip-teaser,
She turns the nether cheek.
I leer again (leers please her)
To get another peek.

Pick One Letter
“Skin” — one letter away from sin or kin,
but also, when endless (its long, smooth
slopes!), one can scud along it, breathlessly
gliding over the swerves and folds, rising
to unexpected tactile vistas, plunging
from cool and dry to hot and moist, then
falling falling through endless sky,
skimming over skin, endless,
we ski.
____

Montage
The arrow, said Zeno, is always in some one
location; therefore, it cannot move, can never reach
its target.
By what miracle, in bed or poem,
do strangers cease to be strangers?
My philosopher friend tells of paralysis
when it came time to kiss his first girlfriend:

The pine tree pines.
What fir?
Because she’s knot poplar?
No, fir yew.
_____

He stood here
wrapped inextricably in all he’d ever been and done,
while over there in quite a different place
stood she. Her lips, too, were over there,
being used for purposes all her own
presumably.

A quick-sand world,
and yet men strive
for gravity.
_____

There must, he thought, be a magic transition,
a spell, a song (Will no film editor with segue
and fade-out come to the rescue!) to re-create
his lips, pressed (PRESTO!) to hers,
so he prayed for a miracle and, meanwhile, began
to speak to her about Plato, which went on and on,
but her lips remained over there

Wild geese overhead,
amiable honks — creaks,
an old sailing ship.
_____
Children dare “Hi”
to a stranger who says “Hi” —
giggling.
_____

until her impatience made do for a miracle,
and the mountain came to Mohammed — how else
could she shut him up?
Call it cheating, but
don’t stop....

Ivy — no matter
how many stones tossed, out swarm
sparrows and sparrows.
Putting One’s Best Foot In It
I got up naked to get a pen
to write poems before sleep,
stepped in a pile of soft dog shit,
tracked it tip-toe to the paper towels,
cleaned floor (gagging) and foot,
yelled at and swatted a cowed dog
and now I’m in bed with a pen
about as ready to write poetry
as I’ll ever be.
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Brazen Hussy?

Where have all the flours gone?
Fled from Atkins, every one.

Who’s that slinky, tall, blonde strumpet?
All the gossip columns trumpet:
Ah, that’s Donald’s latest Trump pet.

Allergies
Roses?...he wheezes.
Violets?...OK —
But what if he sneezes
On her bouquet?
_____

Sister Saint Thomas Aquinas McGraw
As I strolled through an old Catholic graveyard one day,
On a cross stern and plain as a soldier’s I saw
A name like a clarion that sneered at decay,
A name full of magic, of...je ne sais quoi!
It was “Sister Saint Thomas Aquinas McGraw”!

For the investigation of the most heinous crimes —
the operation of large, expensive, gas-guzzling,
4-wheel-drive vans: LAW AND ORDER, SUV.
_____

Ah, she was a strong-minded sister, I’ll bet,
Who knew stronger curses than “Mercy!” or “Pshaw!”
And when she choked back her most apt epithet,
You could see how it stuck in the leathery craw
Of Sister Saint Thomas Aquinas McGraw.

Bad Moth, Bad Moth, whatcha gonna do? —
Whatcha gonna do when they camphor you?
_____

None dared chatter or natter in this Sister’s classes,
And if you forgot, it was “Out with your paw!”
She was fierce with the lads, more fierce with the lasses:
With the sting of her straight-edge, she laid down the law
Of Sister Saint Thomas Aquinas McGraw.

The female black widow spider —
a consume-mate lover.
Don’t Feed the Shadows
Your own world is complete,
patiently waiting for you
to notice it,
perhaps by catching the glimmer
where the shadow world we live in
reflects it.
Pretending to be the only world,
the shadow world gobbles up
nearly all the light shed by our dreams
as fast as it can and shits facts
(only a few rays escaping
to fool us into thinking the shadow world
is the source of beauty).

Like a tall stately ship, full-rigged in her habit,
Down the hallways she’d sail without roll, pitch or yaw,
But if something she spied out of order, she’d grab it
By its earlobe or nape: None could dodge the swift claw
Of Sister Saint Thomas Aquinas McGraw.

“Give me your beauty”
it cajoles, “and I will get everyone
to agree with it, which will make it
real.” So we preen to please
our shadows. And the shadows,
only the shadows,
get real.

On her good name no scoffer could find the least dimple,
A chaste and obedient nun without flaw,
From the chill in her eyes to the starch in her wimple—
Even Mother Superior held her in awe,
Good Sister Saint Thomas Aquinas McGraw.
But what do we know of this nun after all?
Was she once a young girl? Every spring did she thaw
To see the first buds soft and sticky? Each fall
As she crunched through the leaves, did a sharp regret gnaw
At Sister Saint Thomas Aquinas McGraw?
All these thoughts crossed my mind in the graveyard that day
‘Neath a bright wintry sky with the breeze a bit raw.
Ah, Sister, I’m sorry to meet you this way,
Where bare branches creak and a few hoarse crows caw
For Sister Saint Thomas Aquinas McGraw.
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In A High Wind in Jamaica,
The teen-aged heroine can take a
Tiny tremor, barely enough to wake a
Child from sleep, and of it make a
Monstrous thing, just by saying “Earthquake!” — a
Talent! She should be a TV Weather Person,

Says it’s getting cold,
With, here and there, snow flurries.
This is getting old.
Marty shivers. Marty worries.
Can’t they cut this shorter?
I wonder if there’s a cameraman and a microphoned
reporter
Standing in my back yard right now?

Able to make moderately bad weather worsen
By mentioning possible hurricanes and tornados
That MAY reach us from the Barbados
And MAY “lose some of their strength along the way,”
But we are left with “hurricane” and “may” —

Well, we get a storm. No flying cow
Falls through our roof. For days after, the TV shows
Nothing but fallen trees, as if they’d been flattened in rows,
Yet all the trees we see are standing tall.
(Some assistant director forgot to tell them to fall.)

Of which more at eleven and a zillion news flashes
(Interrupting normal programming); each rehashes
(In urgent tones, along with brief chats with worried
People who have hurried
Out to stock up on water and rolls of Charmin) —
“HURRICANE”,”MAY”, “THREATENS” and other alarmin’
Attention getters. And at eleven
(Outside, a gusty, starless Heaven),

It was no hurricane, but almost a “tropical storm,”
“THE WORST WE’VE HAD IN YEARS,” says Norm
To Connie, but somehow hearing how bad it was
Is less impressive, now that it never quite happened,
because,
Though we (like the hurricane) lost power
And couldn’t watch TV for an hour,

Indicators Suggest the Sky May Fall Tonight

A high wind (here or in Jamaica)
Doth not a hurricane make; nor one snowflake a
Blizzard is,
O word-smitten Weather Wizardess!
_____
Icy rain outside.
Warmest thanks to whoever
invented inside.

The weather lady talks to a reporter named Chet,
Standing on a corner, who says he’s getting wet,
Then to a reportress at a beach — her name is Kim —
Her hair blowing at us while we learn there’s a slim
Chance that the worst of it will pass us by,
but we should be prepared for the worst. (Why
Don’t we just curl up and die?)
Then we hear from Dan,
Who, for some reason, is also standing outside, getting
wet, just to tell us that we CAN
Take a few simple measures to increase
The chances that, upon the midnight, we won’t cease
To be (“Tell our listeners about that, Dan.” “Well, Connie...”);
So he talks about floods, candles, full bath tubs — on and
on he
Prepares us for the worst that may, though probably reduced
In strength, be, within an hour or two or three, unloosed
Upon us, here on our sofa, watching the television,
Smug about our decision
To stay home tonight — and now let’s hear from Marty,
Who seems to be standing in someone’s back yard. He
[continued]
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Measure For Measure
Sometimes at night I think you’ve spoken,
then realize that high, pure oboe sigh
was from your sweet patootie — a fart
beyond the range of my coarse barks,
and yet you cover the gamut, treble to bass,
joining me in our wee-hours’ duet.
How can I not reach out to touch
my favorite wind instrument, stroking
its deep cleft, jiggling it
to make it a tremble cleft, nudging it,
base cleft for my staff:
NOW let us get toot!
Let us DUet!

Inside Out
I’m 61, Dad — your age when you died.
I say “you died,” but don’t believe you’re dead.
Your body fell apart: you weren’t inside.
You weren’t found lurking there, all glassy-eyed,
Holding your breath forever — in a bed
Like me, now, Dad. I’m your age when you died.
But dead? I’m not denying that I cried,
Not knowing where you’d gone, much left unsaid,
But when that body stopped, you weren’t inside.
Some mornings in the glass I coincide
With what has got to be the thing you shed,
Your bulk, your eyes, at just the age you died —
I make a silly face, quick patricide,
To say that I’m not any body’s head:
I’ve had a falling out. I’m not inside.
I stare at it, its tongue out (“Open wide!”),
A joke, and yet...I think I’ve lost the thread...
Oh yes, I’m 61, the age you died,
But when it falls apart, we aren’t inside.

Special
I used to think that I was someone special,
Because I saw what others didn’t see,
Thought thoughts that no one ever thought but me
(Or so I thought), felt pangs beneath the threshold
Of banal and, soaring in steep arpeggio,
Alp beyond Alp of lonely ecstasy,
Rising to match my peaking puberty;
And at the highest hormone pitch, on schedule,
I met that special one who knew that I
Was special. So we were, because we knew we
Were, and then she left, and it was gone;
My seeing, thinking, feeling — all a lie:
I stared at mirrors. I could see right through me.
Nights: Try not to think or feel till dawn.
Dreamers

Daylight, What Grace
I cannot sleep, so I get up to write.
I cannot write, so I go back to bed,
Lie on my back, hold still, pretend I’m dead,
Think maybe I’ll just lie like this all night,
Lie here forever — is it getting light?
No, it’s been only minutes. Why’s my head
A beehive? Window, please! — a hint of red?
I’ll make my light — just squinch my eyes shut tight...
THERE’S light, then patterns, vivid as op art,
Red, yellow, purple — what’s this! Lots of faces —
And more and more! So much significance!
This picture-spewing mind’s at least as smart
As a child’s kaleidoscope...
Daylight, what grace is
In your touch! Ah, wall, old chair, my pants!
_____
Through sweat I look up from digging
in hard red clay. Trees look back at me.

They go together off into the sun...
The sunset lasts forever, we assume.
Suns blacken; a dreamer’s work is never done.
The audience goes home — the West is won;
Each finds the same mirror in the same bathroom;
They go together off into the sun.
The day is done, but the night has just begun —
And day’s undone in sleep, Penelope’s loom.
Suns blacken; a dreamer’s work is never done.
Dreams gather round like toys, sleek hounds to run
With retinue before Pharaoh to his tomb.
They go together off into the sun.
What dreams give, dreams take from us — where’s the fun?
Bird cries, gray dawn light — dreams won’t keep their bloom.
Suns blacken; a dreamer’s work is never done.
Clocks scream; dreams have an end, the dreamers none.
Life after life we light dream-fuses: ZOOM!
We go together off into the sun.
Suns blacken; a dreamer’s work is never done.
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Lamplight, Your Hair

Philemon to Baucis
With you I can pretend to be alone.
I fetch the paper, crunching the wrinkled crust.
My heart against the winter’s edge I hone.

Lamplight, your hair: things are just what they seem,
A room with space and objects preoccupied.
I touch your face, but cannot touch the dream.

You water plants and dust the telephone
And feather-flick my forehead, dust to dust.
With you I can pretend to be alone.

Facts flicker us; time’s a stutter, not a stream.
The future is a room where we once died.
Lamplight, your hair: things are just what they seem.

“Read me! Who, naked, sees the world turns stone!”
Claims my dull “Mirror”: In Reliable Source We Trust.
My heart against the winter’s edge I hone.

But suddenly — I don’t see any seam —
The room becomes your smile, and I’m inside.
I touch your face, but cannot touch the dream.

Staring at headlines, I see (so twined we’ve grown)
The frosted pane you see—how can one adjust?
With you I can pretend to be alone.

Time stands still, quick! caught in the eye’s caught gleam,
But space keeps coming; on its tide, twin swans, we glide.
Lamplight, your hair: things are just what they seem.

“Oh Dear!” you sigh, to let me know you’ve known
Or that our too-warm living-room smells of must.
My heart against the winter’s edge I hone.

Time’s a transition in a freshman theme;
Consequently, as it were.... When words collide,
I touch your face, but cannot touch the dream.

We end with a start: Take from these bones a bone;
If one is taken from one, is one non-plused?
With you I can pretend to be alone.
My heart against the winter’s edge I hone.

Only by dreaming now can we redeem
A future no man waits for. Time and tide,
Lamplight, your hair: things are just what they seem.
I touch your face, but cannot touch the dream.

Mere Words
Where are these words so lightly labeled “mere”?
You, sirs, “of”, “the” and all your common sort —
Are you mere words, no action but light sport
For idle tongues? (They stammer, for I fear
They need some whatness words.) Then “Love”, I hear
That you make nothing happen. You cavort
In paper sheets — no sweat! — with your cohort,
Grim “Death”, cry out (sans voice) to “God”...Oh dear!
Could all of you be merely mere — I’ll not
Believe a word of it, because one day
I said “I love you” and I did, and I
And love and you were joined — mere words besot
Us so! Yet now in silent interplay
Of merely mirrored eyes, we, wordless, lie.

Autumn’s Onset
Reeds, reflected, bunch into a sheaf:
It’s harvest time, and soon we’ll garner red,
Green, blue and gold enough to last through dead
Gray months. Old gold against deep blue, each leaf
As sweet to the eye — plump, sticky-fingered thief,
Giddy with brightness — as candy. But who has bled
These drops? If ever my blood must be shed,
May I thus blossom. Is all brightness brief?
No matter — cram the soul’s fat cheeks to bursting!
The pond reweaves the trees — double your pleasure!
The air a blue-gold clarity that’s thirsting
To be you. Long white night comes, a cold leisure,
When this stored warmth will salve the storm’s worst sting.
O spirit-squirrel, each instant is a treasure.
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All week I work with paper. It’s not so bad.
Real people wrote on it.
_____

I’m Late! I’m Late!
We’ve lived a million lives? What’s that to me?
Old magazines piled in a room where I wait.
I can’t remember immortality.

Each page I fill
lightens one of my burdens
and adds to another.
_____

I don’t have time to look at what I see
Or see what I look at: Someone is late.
We’ve lived a million lives? What’s that to me?
This room already fades like memory.
Room, meet who I’ve been; who I’ve been, meet fate.
I can’t remember immortality.
Walls tremble with our efforts not to be
Here; tile-floor patterns fade, reincarnate.
We’ve lived a million lives? What’s that to me?
“How you doing?” “You?” Our words agree
We’re here: You, me, some chairs — let’s celebrate.
I can’t remember immortality.

Sometimes I wonder,
do I really want to have
opinions about things?

“You took forever!” Take another — it’s free.
It’s where we meet — a very important date.
We’ve lived a million lives? What’s that to me?
I can’t remember immortality.
_____

Home
Beyond
the horizon
blues.

He reads, looks at the clock, reads, looks....
Should I tell him the clock is stopped?

_____

Small neat houses of the poor,
walls plush with pictures, felt —
deeply?
A Stranger Here
I feel a stranger here, but when in Rome,
How do you do? Where DO we all come from?
From homes-away-from-homes-away from home.
All day thoughts buzz like insects: chants of “OM”,
Or “Isn’t this fun!” or “Love me!” We grow numb.
I feel, a stranger here, but when in Rome,

Form and Duty
There’s freedom in beginnings: I set sail
Across the ocean of an empty page,
Scudding before what wind of love or rage
I choose, toward realms of gold, in wake of whale...

Do as the Romans — Do it in a poem:
But I’ve no words to say how I am dumb
In my home-away-from-home-away-from-home...
I stand before my mirror, moving a comb
Along the latest head that I’ve become.
I feel a stranger, here, but when in Rome,

But my supply of rhymes begins to fail;
The ocean shrinks, and all the world’s a stage.
Tense, leonine thoughts pace the metric cage
With barely room to turn. UNUSED RAGE FOR SALE.

No road leads home. I stand beneath a dome,
Hushed to make whole these parts that have no sum,
These homes-away-from-homes-away-from-home.

Competing metaphors clamor for decisions:
Scalpel, my muse! let’s see what we can save:
It’s grave — time for incisions and revisions.
You’ll be Precision’s artist or his slave.

We haunt our homes when we’re too tired to roam,
Peer in through panes to see what we’ve become.
I feel a stranger here, but when in Rome,
We make ourselves, at home away from home.

I chose this perilous dance out of the dust
And earned the freedom to do what I must.
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Mom And Dad

The Night Poetry Died

Mom’s voice on heart strings scrapes a grating bow;
We joke, then argue, bluster, cover our ears.
Dad’s teeth are clenched; he has nowhere to go.

The night poetry died I was out of town.
I simply couldn’t believe it when I heard!
No mention in the papers, poor sad clown,

Laundry-laden, she chants her epic woe
So every one of her tormentors hears.
Mom’s voice on heart strings scrapes a grating bow.

For poetry was not a proper noun.
We’d thought he’d never die, doting, absurd.
The night poetry died I was out of town.

“Your Father...” is a theme she dwells on so
He’ll hear, slam doors, become the thing she fears.
Dad’s teeth are clenched; he has nowhere to go.

Grass green, sky blue, and you-know-whats were brown
The day he died — and since (I mean a t-u-r-d).
No mention in the papers. Poor sad clown,

Once I yelled “Damn you! Shut UP!” Now I know:
From eyes of staring stone can drip stone tears.
Mom’s voice on heart strings scrapes a grating bow.

They say he drooled all down his hospital gown,
Gibbering — no one understood a word
The night poetry died. I was out of town.

Rarely with childhood tales a wan, sweet glow —
Dad holds his breath; he’s held his breath for years.
Dad’s teeth are clenched; he has nowhere to go.

Who knows just when he died? With frozen frown,
From years of breath pumped down the tubes, he stirred.
No mention in the papers, poor sad clown.

Her NO! NO! NO!’s into a cancer grow;
She’s gone. He goes on, loses heart, disappears.
Mom’s voice on heart strings scrapes a grating bow;
Dad’s teeth are clenched; he has nowhere to go.
_____

The children take it well — the laurel crown
They soar at quoits. My regular nightmare occurred
The night poetry died — I was out of town.
No mention in the papers, poor sad clown.
Fancy Clocks

On the rug, kids scream
at each other, while TV people
babble on.

I’m sick of puns and wit and paradox.
Fuck poetry! Fuck style! Can’t we just talk?
You don’t get better time from fancier clocks.
This room is crammed with words. We’re in a box
Of words. Let’s go outside. Don’t talk. Let’s walk.
I want to puke up wit and paradox.
Let’s walk — we could take off our shoes and socks;
To find our “authentic voices”: kick a rock.
Poetic feet? Tick-tocks from fancy clocks.
You want Venusian Mind-Meld? Limp-dick Spocks?
To touch you deeply, I’ll stick out my cock,
Not irony, not wit, not paradox.
Loud lunatics leap out between tick-tocks,
Screaming “I’m here! Adore me!” (Passersby gawk.)
The poets are the cuckoos in our clocks.
But I’m just ranting. Ignorance always mocks.
Jealousy. Sour grapes. This poem's a crock —
though sometimes I get sick of paradox,
time that’s still just time, these fancy clocks...

Nibbling
My body, nibbling with mouth and eyes, grows fat.
I suck my gut in, but the mirror’s seen.
I’m somewhere else; I can’t be part of that.
I eat and read the papers, scratch the cat.
A fly gets in, can’t get out, buzzes the screen.
My body, nibbling with mouth and eyes, grows fat.
Coffee wakes me; headlines, where’m I at?
“KILLER OF TWO...” “RECESSION...”
“...GREET THE QUEEN...”
I’m somewhere else; I can’t be part of that.
Far buzz of cars, sunlight, stretched out flat
On the table, funnies, want-ads — I feel unclean.
My body, nibbling with mouth and eyes, grows fat.
The cat’s big eyes transfix me like a gnat;
Who knows me from that mask? Is it halloween?
I’m somewhere else; I can’t be part of that.
The cat curls up in the warm place where I sat.
Headlines, seasons spin round in a star machine.
My body, nibbling with mouth and eyes, grows fat.
I’m somewhere else; I can’t be part of that.
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Spy Story
I take in mine your hand, your avid eyes—
It seems a way to have someone inside;
Now mine wears yours and yours wears my disguise.
If surface lies, the dearest depths are lies.
Twin mirrors mock my mirrors; do we hide?
I take in mine your hand, your avid eyes.
Your eyes my eyes, your thighs take in my thighs;
But we’re not in the slick things we let slide.
Now mine wears yours and yours wears my disguise.
The password? Hello! Such relief! Two spies
From nothing wink, slip from the things we ride.
I take in mine your hand, your avid eyes.

Rage
This rage does not become us — where do we go?
I’m sure we were right here five minutes past.
Mask glares at tragic mask — no one I know.

With recognition comes a sharp surprise;
We took each other in, but no one lied.
Now mine wears yours and yours wears my disguise.

We chatted, smiling — saw no thunderhead grow...
Now cling to wreckage, pitch before the blast.
This rage does not become us — where do we go?

Chairs, lamps, smiles, faces flicker; the room’s size
Keeps changing. Eyes, to lure us, open wide.
I take in mine your hand, your avid eyes.
Now mine wears yours and yours wears my disguise.

We look so silly — Medusa meets Othello! —
Surely one will laugh; this cannot last:
Mask glares at tragic mask — no one I know.
We hone our words, we strike, we score, we crow!
Triumph! Doors slam and virtue struts, half-assed.
This rage does not become us — where do we go?
My hate is pain inverted — does it show?
It hurts to hurt, but my rightness grows so vast...
Mask glares at tragic mask — no one I know.
From behind the eyeholes of each savage foe
A hostage, bound and gagged, love stares, aghast.
This rage does not become us — where do we go?
Mask glares at tragic mask — no one I know.

Nova — or Waiting is Waiting

By Other Means

“Join us — we’re waiting for the world to end,”
They said. Did I miss something? I’ve been waiting
For the world to start, in a flash to comprehend
What’s always promised just beyond the bend
In the road. Stars flash, on thin ice corruscating:
“Join us — we’re waiting for the world to end.”
In this cold light, my dreams will just offend,
For I'm just tuning up — fidgeting, annotating —
For the world to start, in a flash to comprehend
What music makes us; star-masked, what old friend
Giggles. The serpent gaze is fascinating:
“Join us — we’re waiting for the world to end” —
But we’re not born yet! Our best poems yet pend,
Awaiting the time to speak, fingers agitating
For the world, to start in a flash, to comprehend...
We wait. The world keeps ending. Hungers rend,
Ravage the walls we think we aren’t creating.
Join us — we’re waiting for the world to end,
For the world to start, in a flash to comprehend.

“War is diplomacy by other means” —
And peace is war by other means, I think:
Each pours his foe — himself — another drink;
And all our sullen silences, our scenes
Are only peace by other means. We tease
and beg and stroke our sadness into lust;
Our throbbing bodies do what bodies must,
Subsiding into separate sleep. Disease
Is lust by other means, and health is but
Disease by other means, and when health fails
To please, masking the inner void entails
politeness, which — no, let ME, please! — is what
Excuses filling up with words each breath:
Diplomacy, by other means, is death.
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Being Young
We thought we were inventing being young.
Parents seemed not to see; could they have guessed
Who makes our face at them, sticks out our tongue?
We felt new fears, sang songs that none had sung,
Wrested pangs from the wretched with collectors’ zest;
We thought we were inventing being young.
A kid, eyes spasmed with stuck tears: bee-stung
Lips spit poems at...us? Are we impressed?
Who makes our face at us, sticks out our tongue
At what we were—or weren’t—or till now clung
To a ghost of? Heartless he beats against our breast.
We thought we were inventing being young.

Against the Dining (Oof!) Delight
Doughnut, go gently into that tight gut.
You’ll be the last, I swear: I’ll eat no more!
Rage! Rage in vain, sweet tooth! My mouth is shut.
Go gently, for I would not burp nor putt
In such fine company. One, two, three, four
Doughnuts, go gently into that tight gut,
Melt on my tongue, sweet lard, but do not glut
Nor cloy, for you’re the last...but who keeps score?
Nay! Rage in vain, sweet tooth! My mouth stays shut!
How can such golden lightness make me jut,
Such crispness make me sodden? I implore,
Doughnut, go gently into this tight gut;
Tight? Yes, I’m stuffed with creamy filling — but
Your path’s well-oiled by three who went before.
Rage, rage in vunchwitoonch: muffmusheshut.
That smell! (Ah, Resolution, you’re a slut!)
Just one more bite? With coffee? (Fickle whore!)
Doughnut, go gently into that tight gut.
Rage, rage no more, sweet tooth.... (I’m in a rut.)

He haunts us, and we, too, fresh ghosts who’ve hung
Around, yell “Hey! we’re here!” to the jeering pest
Who makes our face at us, sticks out our tongue —
He can’t hear us — we’re dead! He struts among
Grave bodies, whistling, scared. Nothing’s confessed.
We thought we were inventing being young.
Who makes our face at us, sticks out our tongue?

To A Gambler Up Against Loaded Dice
Do not go gentle with a light goodbye You know this bozo’s “luck” is a load of crap!
Rage! Rage against the lighting of a die.
You’ve got a rep - you can’t let this go by.
If word gets out, your name is Mr. Sap!
Do not go gentle with a light goodbye.

The Sarcasm of Teens
“HellO-o!”
“WhatEVer!”
Ancient bile of the nubile.
_____

“Bad luck,” he says, and “Sure” is your reply.
You keep your cool and watch out for a trap...
(Rage! Rage against the lighting of a die!)

The trick, he said, to helping an alcoholic wife
was to get angry at the craziness, not at her.
“It’s like your best friend is grappling
with a killer, rolling over in the dirt,
scratching and kicking and fighting for life,
and you’re standing over them with a gun,
afraid to fire for fear of hitting your friend.”
_____

You shrug, begin to stand, then with your thigh
You tip the table CRASH into his lap,
Not going gentle with a light goodbye.
He’s clawing for his gat - you let him try,
Then coolly loose your little thunderclap.
Rage! Rage against the lighting of a die.
You take your bills and let the nickels lie.
“Bad luck,” you say, and leave him to his nap,
Thus, gentle, going with a light goodbye Why rage against the lighting of a die?

People walk by
balancing on skinny legs,
none falling.
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Three John Donne sonnets, parodied:

Strangers

Don’t Let Hard Butter Get Your Goat

Standing alone, I watch two people greet
each other, passing. Words fall from their faces
and vanish, leaving no trace. Maybe they pass
each other every day. It would be silly
tearfully to embrace each daily stranger
as if the Prodigal Son had just come home.

Butter your bread, impatient child, for you
As yet but jab, scrape, clot - then slop on jelly,
Little of which shall ever reach your belly,
Dripping, instead, upon your shirt, your shoe
From rents your earnest buttering tore through
In your rough haste to get back to the telly
Before commercial’s end - poor loaf, from deli
But this morning bought, whole, fragrant, new...
Worse yet, your gelid butter clumps in chunks,
Some bread bits slabbed and smothered, others bare.
Rather would I, a savage, tear off hunks
To sop up sauce, than taste such shoddy fare!
O thaw thy butter that it gently spread,
Nor gash nor rashly gouge thy willing bread!

The chairs are quite unmoved when I get home,
but two dogs, wagging tails, bounce up to greet
me. Would they do the same for any stranger
who scratches them? They rub their furry faces
against my legs and hands. Down, DOWN! you silly
mutts (I can’t bear my face licked), let me pass!
Does someone keep a record? Do we pass
or fail each day, each life? I’m safe at home;
do I score? At weddings and funerals, silly
cousins-once-removed you have to greet
as if overjoyed — those vacant, smiling faces,
busy collecting intimacies — what could be stranger?
In savage lands it’s death to be a stranger.
OUR tribe is called “The People.” Halt! The password? Do Svedania. Fine — and you? From faces
like book-ends, matched, we glare. Dogs make a home
by pissing boundaries. “Sniff Sniff” they greet
each other’s rears. We bow, then shoot. Who’s silly?

Not Goodbye, but Good Buy!

Furniture’s fickle; a child you tickle silly
must laugh, but when you stop, he gasps, a stranger;
familiar bodies, broken, wide-eyed, greet
the sky; old houses gape at those who pass
through shattered glass. We make ourselves at home
behind enemy lines, disguised as faces.

Beth, be not cowed, though swept from bargain table
By swarms of fellow shoppers - if you lose
One blouse, find others; look long ere you choose:
Buy not, poor Beth, ‘til you have read the label;
What though raw silk stir jealousy in Mabel
If it won’t fit? Buy only what you’ll use:
Who shops impatiently, at leisure rues.
Hold thy heart calm and shrewd amidst this Babel.
But no! Eyes glazed - and not with drugs, nor sleep,
Which but the pictures be of shopper’s lust,
Deaf to your husband’s pleas - in whims thy trust!
No slave art thou to notions of dear and cheap;
Patch not nor dye old frocks, but let them lie:
For Beth shall dye no more; Beth, thou shalt buy.

It takes us many lives to make these faces;
we hone them in mocking morning mirrors with silly
movie-star dreams, as year by year we home
in on each other, each disguised as a stranger.
At last, on the street, in a room, we near...we pass
by. Did we speak? Did one mask another greet?
Dare we greet each other, holed-up in faces?
Or best be safe and pass unnoticed? Silly
as babies: Peek-a-boo! stranger—anyone home?

John Donne Sets The Corset Of Feminism
At the round girth’s imagined flatness, TUG!
You strumpet handmaids, and arise, arise
From dress, you numb, braless (infinite tease!)
Soft doves, popped upward by the corset’s hug,
You whom rude men dismiss as tit, boob, jug,
You by whom knights, priests, boys with woeful sighs
Claim to be slain, claim once you’ve filled their eyes,
They’ve beheld God! OOF! pull those stays...OUCH! UGH!...
But let them loll, girls, and me moon a space,
For if, beyond my boobs, my buns abound,
Unbound, they’ll bound - a bun dance of my grace!
Unstay me - why make flat what’s jolly round?
Reach me! I’ll be unpent! Loose is not lewd!
BURN corsets, bras! I’m in a muu-muu mood!
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Magic Act

Left Behind

There must — of all the times we said hello —
Have been a first; I still taste our first kiss;
But how we got from one stage to the next
Escapes me. From that strangeness of first touching
To bathroom-mirror smiles — to this shocked void...
How did we do the trick? I can’t remember.

Looking at Grandpa, I thought I might grow old
Someday, but never thought it would be me;
And when in dream or memory I’ve died,
Something’s lost, but I’m the one who wakes up.
I can never remember what I’ve lost:
A dear, small thing - surely not me; a pet?

You smiled. You wore...old blue jeans — I remember!
How could we follow an act like that hello?
Smile tracing smile, bodiless: blissful void.
Next scene: Rejoining our joined smiles — a kiss —
Now whose smile wears me? Touching teaches touching,
We learn too fast, out-strip our flesh — what next?
You’re no one, then a face in a room, then next
To me in bed asleep, then gone. Remember
When I first freed your breasts? Merely touching
To you, perhaps, my fumbling, shy hello
To what still seemed, then, naked. Dared I kiss
Each tip, bridging from fingers to lips a void?
Illicit, legally tender, null and void.
Step up, stick out your tongue, prick, heart, thanks–Next!
Sometimes a night slipped past in one long kiss.
Later you were unwilling to remember
It had ever been good. Hello! Hello!...
Operator, we’re disconnected, numb, touching.

Why is it shrunken so, carcass of a pet?
Death diminishes it. The very old
Shrivel like empty cocoons. The body has lost
Me in my dreams - it’s my body’s grief for me
I feel, poor thing - I’d like to help it up;
Poor faithful dear, I wore you out, you’ve died.

But once there was no boundary to our touching:
There lay two bodies floating in a void,
Eyes large with the hilarious hello
From one not there to one not there. When next
One spoke, the words were mine, but I can’t remember
Who spoke them. Far away, did bodies kiss?

Such tears my friends shed when I dream I’ve died Out of love for me they weep for my lost pet;
Or is it their bodies’ grieving catches them up,
One dog whimpering for another? Or could my old
Friends grieve - how silly! I’m right here! - for me?
Or, not sure where I’ve gone, do they feel lost?
You’ll find your way, my friends - what can be lost?
Can’t we dream again whatever dear dreams died
When we awoke? My hands have followed me
From childhood, when, naptimes, as if to a pet,
I’d talk to one, then to the other (Good old
Left hand, don’t be jealous); they’ve grown up
With me - they know the way. My knee still sticks up,
Hairier now - only the bandaid is lost.
Body, old friends, together we grow old,
A child in the tub with all his toys. We’ve died,
Poor plastic ducks; despite freckled hands, in a pet
(“I SAID it’s time for BED”), Mom too. Wake me

Later hard kisses, quick kisses, a cursory kiss
Before you turn back to the mirror, retouching
An eyebrow. Lying with you, I try to remember
Loving you — can’t. I try to fill the void
With caresses: It grows. Next finding faults; next...
How many steps from hello to hell? Oh

When it’s over. I’ve thought, “Can this be me?”
So often: swaying in the sky when I climbed up
The mast; when my hands, strangers, reached to pet,
In the car, a stranger’s strangeness; in loving lost,
Or expecting to be (Is that me moaning?)... I died
Each time, becoming a stranger. Can I be old?

Who can tell? Hello becomes a kiss;
Lips touching lips is next to nothing; touching
You, void touches void; what’s to remember?

Astonished to be old, “Look, Mom! It’s me!”
I crow - “I’ve died!” Is the game never up?
At grave’s edge, lost, whimpering - Goodbye, my pet.
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Trap
I think I know a way out of the trap.
Not through a hole to get beyond the sky
and not by chewing off the limb that’s caught...
But you are free—why speak of traps to you?
Forgive me; sitting through this summer day
on a chair before a desk, in suit and tie,
what made me think of traps? There’s naught to tie
me to this place. Is being here a trap?
But I’m not here. I’m half in yesterday
and half tomorrow. Thoughts can reach the sky.
And someday I’ll outreach this skin—reach you...
That is, if I can find where I am caught,

In A Letter

for, Christ! it’s hard to free what isn’t caught
or doesn’t know it’s caught. You can’t untie
your fingers from the bars when it is you
who clenched them there, becoming your own trap,
from fear some gust might sweep you to the sky,
torn free of the calendar’s grid, the slotted day.

Strange, I can say things to you in a letter
I could not say nor knew I had to say
when, from the bed, you turned your puzzled face
to ask, “What’s wrong?” Bland as a bored clerk, distance
renews my old expired license to dream
a you to dream a me to dream a you.

Our worries are sufficient for their day:
suffice to weave the web wherein we’re caught
in thoughts, in eyes, beneath a bowl of sky.
Our musts and must-nots struggle to a tie,
and there we hang in Maybe’s web, our trap.
I think I know a way out of what you

Bogs, mountain ranges, time zones away from youbecome-her (I let her), here’s my letter.
Clear Autumn night, nothing to encumber a dream;
I can say anything the wind can say.
My window reflects Man Writing. Inklings of distance
and dark seep through the image of my face.

and I call you and I, that is, if you
can bear to look at what we are today.
There isn’t any future in the trap
we call the past. Like moths by flame we’re caught,
obsessed with blinding loss. Behind my tie,
neatly knotted, I’m safe. I peek at the sky

With dawn the man in the window loses face.
All night I’ve spilled my heart out to the you
I couldn’t find inside your eyes. The distance
is one lie to expose another. My letter
was answered as I wrote it. Could you say
“Why should I understudy for your dream?”

from behind two blank blue mirrors of the sky.
It’s dim, bathed in this blazing pain. But you,
a flickering distant sun, an ancient tie,
pierce though the night old pain has made of day,
a bridge from now to when I was not caught,
stuck in what came between us, the only trap.

You could, but that’s not in the dream we dream.
There was no alien you I couldn’t face;
your silky hair, deft hands — what can I say? —
lulled by such surfeit, I forgot to dream you,
forgot to make you special, followed the letter,
let the spirit sleep; cluttered, craved distance.

Out of the trap I think I know a sky
where I once caught a blinding glimpse of you,
then, dazed, dropped into day and tied my tie.

You, head left on my shoulder, kept your distance.
I missed what I failed to make; how could you dream
it was you, still where I’d left you. My letter
opened a cobwebbed closet to try on face
after face, discarded all, and “Dear, it’s you!”
I heard to faceless me you, faceless, say.
I had to become a someone who could say
what becomes you. From me to my pen is distance,
a staggering, light-years’ gulf. I reach through you,
three thousand miles away, inside our dream.
A child makes faces at a house’s face.
My faith grows giddy: Perhaps I’ll mail the letter.
Why should a letter give leeway to say
what, face to face, faltered at a table’s distance?
Bird chirps; gray dream of dawn rehearses you.
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Audition
It seems I’m here to try out for the part
Of me. I know my name, my age, but not
My...you know, motivation? What would I
Believe in? How would I get mad? Make love?
Would I eat lobster? Would I smoke? Drink? Scratch
My head? My crotch? How would I speak these words?
I start to talk, but these are not my words.
(I can’t tell if they know.) The hardest part
Is having to create myself from scratch:
If I am this, then look at all I’m not!
If I now say — or fail to say — “I love
You,” look at all that is no longer I;

Televisionland
Even the act of turning a knob
is too close for comfort.
We use the small flickering blue screen
to confront (or not) what the screen tells us
is out there (where we’d look to see,
but the shades are down to insure
better contrast).

And all that is forever after I,
As each word uttered thins the choice of words
That may come next. But would I speak of love
When saying “Hi” is just as much a part
Of all that follows? I think I would not
Choose lofty platitudes to prod and scratch
The itch of what I am. What if I scratch
My own eyes out, like Oedipus? Would I
Do such a thing? And if I say “That’s not
My style” — but would I say those words?
Or these? Or this? I see me in each part
Of this shattered mirror-language that I love;

And that’s a comfort at first,
to see that even the goriest “tragedies”
are followed by familiar jingles and words
from our sponsors; that the lady who cries
every night on the news (or is it a different
mother, wife, grandmother, daughter
each night?) dances to the same flickering beat
as the funny people who do double-takes and
the police who get the bad guys.

Yes, I would love this brokenness, would love
Its promised wholeness. If you scratch
A destiny, you’ll find an actor’s part,
Any better than none, this nothing, I,
That splinters knowing into things and words
To mirror all that you and I are not,

But after years of substituting the screen
for a world we can’t confront, the screen itself
becomes hard to confront, so we keep our distance,
controlling it by “remote” — making sure
it is thoroughly off (dead gray glass
with just a brief snap of carpet static)
before touching it with a dust rag.

And so can be. Or not...that’s ME: “Or not!” —
Making unmotivated ornate love —
Or knots. Am I out of the woulds, the words?
(This is the Method: See me stammer, scratch
My pits, pure Brando! “I could’ve been an I!”
I’m ready now. You can’t tell us apart.)

Too Too Solid [An Anagram Exercise]
Sunlight bounced off dresser, rug, the blanket,
making Sol-IDs.
To see that this was so, I forced open
my eye lids — O!
Singing themselves like frogs in a bog,
all things, in the light, soli’d.
I, feeling solid, ate,
isolated. All day I was soil’d by what
I sold.
Solid
is old.
At night, solids dissolved,
dreams create a world that is
young, fluid, id-ful.
_____

I’ve got the part. Now I am what I’m not,
Now can pretend I am not what I love;
Itches are made by scratching, selves by words.

The world could be worse—
but keep that a secret
from the politicians.
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Hello? Elephants? Are You Still There?
There is much we still don’t know about the elephant:
E.g., if you speak into the trunk while your friend
Listens at the ass, are you using the elephone or the telephant,
And if the beast sits down, is the call billed at a flat rate
at the other end?
And if on his back you install a mahout,
Does he become a long-distance carrier?
(But I’d rather open a window and shout
Than put my ear to an elephant's derriere.)
Elephant comes from the Greek for “ivory,”
A word for piano keys, isolated towers and breasts that
are Lady Godivory.
Like the rhinocerus (horny-nosed) and hippopotamus
(River horse — or one who should lipo bottom mass),
The elephant is — O wacky term! —
A pachyderm,
Not because he pachs
things in his trunk, for example, peanut snachs;
No, because he is thick-skinned —
Some would say wall-of-brick-skinned.

Though hard on trees, he is a gentle creature
But beware the bull elephant’s lust,
Not his most endearing feature,
For when in musth, he must
Not be fussed at; if you fuss at him in his musth,
you may be seriously mussed
And sadly missed.
But generally the elephant is playful and placid.
I wish one elephant in particular had gotten pissed
And stepped on a shrink named “Jolly” West, pride of
UCLA, who gave him an overdose of acid
(LSD) just to see (UC, L.A.phant?) what might occur.
The elephant, someone’s pet, went into convulsions and died,
that’s what occurred, but thank God, it didn’t affect
your grant status, sir.
Another elephant foe is the elephant poacher.
Poached elephant? Yuck! Sounds unkoacher.
Simpler to fry slices in butter —
Saving leftover elephant
In celephant —
Than to crack a whole pachyderm into boiling wutter.
But I jest. The poachers (or Tuscan Raiders) are after
ivory tusks;
[continued]

Cruel, but would you rather eat steak to stay alive, or eat husks?
If you tell the poacher, “Elephants are close to extinction,”
He’ll say, “So am I,” missing the distinction
Between himself and his family and a species,
For he sees only what HE sees,
And he doesn’t see cute, floppy-eared Dumbo.
He sees elephant gumbo.

But why couldn’t he at least
Take the tusks and spare the beast?
Tusks could be extracted by an elephant dentist...
But I suppose getting the elephant’s consent is
Awkward, and the amount of anaesthetic needed
Would be exceeded
Only by what’s needed to numb
The throbbing of a crushed-in-car-door thumb.
The big threat to the elephant is his memory:
He is said to remember everything, from eternal verities
to the ephemery.
But humans, proud in their pesky myriads, set
In their ways, have done much they’d like to forget
And have forgotten by all.... My advice:
Elephants will survive when you and I become nice,
Not just because we’ll be nicer to critters
(And children, women, waitresses and baby-sitters),
But because the world will be free of our fear of discovery,
For no lover, he
Who to hide his crimes, pursues oblivion,
Exuding a toxic fog that life cannot livion.
(Recently
Have you behaved decently?)
More frivolous concerns than our becoming nice
Are mice,
Who in comic strips make elephants cower on hindlegs,
freaking out;
Just some poor cartoonist eeking or comeeking out
A meager income? A more real threat is army ants,
Who can swarm over and up the trunks of elephants.
But better their swarming
And global warming,
Than another Ice Age;
The last one froze their hairy ancesters mid-rampage.
But their main enemy is, as usual, us — or more properly,
We.
(Snore...
Yes, we’ve heard that before.)
[continued]
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But don’t, in your human arrogance,
Forget the strength and size of elephants,
And particularly note that, while hardly demonic,
The elephant is laconic.
Of vast grazing grounds and teeming herds bereft,
He feels he hasn’t much time for words left;
Besides, it’s so easy to bore
One who remembers it’s all been said before;
Nor is it wise, boring
One so capable of goring,
And who can more easily crush you
Than shush you;
So when addressing an elephant,
Be relephant!
_____

But since he’s mute, what he’d sing is moot, and in truth, he
Would have to send his songs through so long a throat
That the triumphant trumpeting note
Might not emerge
Until long after he’d spent his urge,
Merely disturbing his (so-to-speak) smoking up there
in his high garret
His after-sex cighgarret,
[Or, if you prefer (since that’s an awfully contrived
rhyme), smoking high on his ziggurat
His after-sex ciggurat.]

Humans love fast food.
Lions prefer not-quite-fast-enough food.
_____
They call it fast food, but it’s been
with me for days.

That’s one reason the giraffe
Is a creature you’ll never hear laugh
At jokes about the weather
In regions upper rather than nether —
Because his laugh would come out so late, he’d be
thought stupid,
A category in which he’d rather not be grupid.
Besides, one hears of those who “choke
With laughter” at a joke;
And choking with laughter’s
No joke for one whose throat stretches from here to
the rafters;
So don’t try to amuse the giraffe, Dear:
You don’t want to send him, pretzel-necked, into the
hereaftear.

Save the Neck for Me
Near half
The height of the giraffe
Is NECK,
So if you’re phoning his shoulders from his head, call colleck.

(Such grim stuff to write about the antic giraffe!
I’m a humorist, not Sylvia Plaff!)

His huge hooves are sharp enough to deter a lion,
So something you may not want to try on
A giraffe — no, not on a dare! —
Is tickling his throat with an ostrich feather
Or asking, “How’s the weather
Up there?”
After all, giraffes are mute,
So if a giraffe is moved
To refute
Your bad manners, you may be deeply behooved.

Speaking, as we were, about how they woo,
You may well wonder — I’m sure you do —
Given their height, long legs and 7-foot necks
(And speaking, as I may have mentioned, of sex),
Just how long is a giraffe in...other places?
You’ll be pleased to hear, I’m sure, that the giraffe’s
conjugal embraces
Are enhanced by, among
Other things, his long extensible tongue,
Which extends from between his large and mobile lips
To reach (apart from courtship) the uppermost tips
Of Mimosa and Acacia trees...

If he weren’t mute, then while mounting
His mate — 18 feet to the top of the tup and counting —
He’d sing, “Climb every mounting...” and climax with
“Nearer...My God!...To Thee!”
(Please pardon all this graphic sex;
It’s not my fault — it’s giraffe excess.)
[continued]

But please
Forgive my coy tease.
I know you don’t care about his tongue;
[continued]
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You want to know, is he (as every punster should be)
well-hung?
In short, how long
Is his prong, his dong, his schlong, the throng
In his thong singing lust’s old sweet song
(Can’t we imagine a giraffe in a thong or even a sarong
and a safari hat?
What sarong with that?)
May one find comfort — or discomfort — O giraffe,
In thy rod and thy staff?

(To midwife a 5-syllable baby giraffe of a rhyme,
I just split an infinitive. Pardon the crime.)
Though as gawky as the creation of a half-assed
Committee, yet giraffes not only run giraffe-fast,
But do so gracefully, like tall ships in full sail,
A fleet fleet of giraffes racing before a gale,
One of the nobler of sub-Saharan sights;
Muscular necks stretched forward, not bent into the
tucked-back ess of heron flights,
Necks leaning, more like Italic “I”s than esses...
But I digresses.

I only know, the sight of one would amaze ya,
Since, to tongue the highest leaves, he must be able to
rise to the acacia.
So if you were a lady giraffe, nibbling mimosa,
The sight of a male in full frontal (bottomal?) flower
would make you sing, if you could sing,
something other than “Lachrimosa”,
Something like, “On thy tawny-freckled shaft,
What a joy to be giraffed!”
[Corny? Sexist? Hey, it’s giraffic,
Not seraphic.]
(Don’t ask who comes first; they finish the race
In a neck and neck embrace.)

Strange to see such an odd mammal lope hard.
The ancients called him a “camelopard”
(Somewhat camel-shaped and leopard-spotted).
At first, thinking themselves besotted,
They swore off both naming things and booze;
Then, not wanting to waste their remaining booze,
they drank it all, then had a long snooze;
At last woke up with a hangover you can imagine,
And that was the oragine
(Unless I’ve grasped their canon amiss)
Of Alcoholics Anonamiss;
Though some say it began with the first sightings of
the pink elephant or the purple rhinonamiss;
And yet others assert it began when a hunter mistook
two antler-entangled elks for a single monster
and started Elk-Frolics Anomalous...
But I digress,
Oh yes.

I think it safe to assume that, like the long-nosed
(Of whom it is, phallaciously or not, supposed —
In which case, given an elephant’s trunk,
He must be a hunk!) —
Like the long-nosed, the long-neckéd
Are indeed long when neckid
And aroused
And, of course (this being a Family poem), espoused
(Though not monogamously: Mr. Giraffe, he
Has a harem like Mr. Khadaffy.)
One might say that, given his giraffe height,
One knows he’s got, in his pencil, ample grrraphite.
What results from all his necking
And pecking?
The lady giraffe
Drops a single caffe —
Six feet tall at birth! —
All the way to earth;

As for the oddity of giraffes — or giraffim? —
They are slightly less odd than they seem,
For there’s another member of the family Giraffidae
(As in “A giraffidae keeps the giriffraff awae”):
Namely the Okapi;
But he’s small, not notably necked, a poor copy
Of a giraffe,
Hardly a rough draff.

For, destined always in class photos to in the back row be, a
Giraffe can’t indulge in acrophobia.
[continued]

What else is there to say? The giraffe chews his cud,
Fending off the lion as if it were just Elmer Fudd,
Vulnerable only when he spreads his legs and
lowers...and lowers...and lowers his head
To drink, and then...well, lion cubs must be fed;
But fortunately for the giraffe,
He seldom needs to drink, whether from stream or
caraffe.
[continued]
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Justified, but for their stubby feet, twisted-under, that is,
clubbed,
Are they thus dubbed,
But also from tartaruca, “hellish beast of Tartary,”
Or, says another dictionary, “of Tartarus — beneath
Hades” — how martyry!

But giraffes are edible, and if we must eat one
(Say we’re starving, and we meet one...) —
Don’t hog our giraffe;
I’ll eat my half, and you eat yiraffe.
Try the thighs — they should make terrific hams;
But avoid, I suggest, those awful giraffic jams.

(But I prefer “Tartary,”
Because it rhymes with artery,
And arteries include aortas,
Which rhyme [as they orta] [sorta] with tortas.)

The Old Shell Game
The turtle moves slow, as perhaps you’ve heard.
In fact a turtle at high speed may with difficulty
overtake a cow-turd,
But should the turtle happen to turn turtle,
It’ll no more move than the turd’ll.

What have tortoises to do with Tartarus or Tartary?
They live not in subterranean fire, but on land or in
domains wartery.
But, says Webster, they were symbols of heresy —
Why? Because heresy is hidden, and when the tortoise
pulls into his shell, we say, “Wheresy?”
(And, speaking of Tartarus, please don’t confuse
Tartarus with TARTS R US, whose client may choose
Between coupling with a woman or a warm cherry pie —
And if the latter, must be in need of therrypie! —
But I digress....)
If I dwell so on the derivation of tortous,
It is because (or so the dictionaries report to us)
“Tortoise,” tortus and “Tartarus” are also the sources of
“turtle”
(As influenced by “turtle”, the turtledove; though, O
Tortoise, bird thou never wurtle!)
(And, similarly, the spelling “tortoise” was influenced by
“porpoise” —
From porcus plus piscis — or PIG FISH, Gawdhorpoise!)

You almost never see the turtle
Hurtle
Or hop or hula or leap a hurdle,
Though there’s no telling what he might do if he could
shimmy out of his bony girdle.
But in a race with a hare, the turtle
Will never win the laurel, bay or myrtle,
Nor place nor show: He arrives so late,
He’s not even an also-ran, but an also-plod or an
also-serve-who-only-stand-and-wait.

Speaking of coupling with pies, how DOES the turtle
Manage to be furtle?
The shell, so useful for the furtive,
Would seem to obstruct the masculinely assurtive.
And yet, like lost pins, they multiply — here a pin,
there a pin,
Everywhere a terrapin.

One sometimes sees a soldierless helmet
Marching across the highway —
STOP! Don’t overwhelm it;
It will get to the other side some by-and-by day.
The turtle’s mouth is a beak,
Toothless, but not weak,
So don’t dawdle
With a snapping tawdle,
Or if you MUST linger,
Don’t give one the finger.
Turtles are eaten fresh or canned, which is
What comes of looking like sandwiches.
Some turtles live on land, some in fresh water, some
in salt —
That is, in salt water, not in the seasoning added to
turtle soup as, to injury, insult.
Land turtles are often called tortoises;
Partly from tortus, twisted, not for the force that
by failure to exhort us is
[continued]

And so through the land the vice of the turdle
Is heardle.
How? Therein lies a mystery whose corpus
Delicti will not be found in the etymology of porpus
Or by torturing the sources of “tortoise”.
For this, life too short is;
[continued]
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Your mystery, tortoise, is beyond the surmise of even
stout Cortés!

But a male kangaroo doesn’t flounder
From his lady friends to his laddy friends — plural, for
he’s a bounder;
And so (or “Anzo”, as they say down under) he bounces
As he mounts his
Harem of groupies, topping them hoppily and
kangaroupially;
Soon they give birth — with a pang — marsupially,
To springy offspring, each called (in slangaroo) a
“joey,”
Whether a girl or a boey.

So tata, Tartary turtury tortoise
(“Tur Tur” being the song of the dove called, for this
reason, “turtle”,
For singing tur tur is how they flirt’ll.)
(By the way, “stout Cortés,” he who surmises vastly
upon a peak in Darien,
To which surmise is Keats his first peek into
Chapman’s Homer comparien —
That “Cortés,” which sort of rhymes with tortoise,
should have been “Balboa”
Which sort of rhymes with nothing but Calboa —
As in the Calboas and the Indians out west,
So thanks, Keats, for giving Cortés your surmise — but
again, I’ve digrest!...) --

The mother carries her joey in front (not out back)
In a pouch or sac;
Thus, when most mammals are still in the womb,
The Marsupial gets a semi-detached room
With a view
of more than the inside of a kangaroo,

So tata, you too too Tartary turtury turtle, tata,
For, of further rhymes for turtle, I’ve not gata
Lata.

And there, peering out from his pocket or sac,
The joey is shown on “Pocket Books,” reading a
paperback,
Probably — needing to learn the facts
Of life — he is reading The Joey of Sacs.

Some Come Bouncing and Some Come Awalzing

It’s an Aesthetic Thing

BOING bounces Mr. kangaroo beside his kangaroo dam,
“Boing! Boing! Boing!”
He is steadily going,
And, going steady, he BOINKs his mate with scarcely a
“thangaryou Maam!

Nightshades disagreed with him:
He felt an aversion to the
aborigine’s aubergine,
felt negated by the enigma
of negritude, upstaged
by nude Negro branches
against his bland sunset-beige neige.
He resented yellow oriental yentas
all toothlessly riant,
could not read the red man’s
reticence; pasty, he preferred
pastels, in fact, pink,
piggy pink.
_____

Of course, this being Australia,
A “mate” may not entail ya
Mating, since everyone’s your mate (or “Might”),
As in “G’dye, Might;”
So you could get in quite a fight
Trying to “might” with a “might” who was your pal,
Another guy, not a gal,
Though out in the out-out-outback without even a
female aborigine
To encourage any
Heterosexual release of tension,
One, though a mensch, might ogle his fellow menschen,
hankering for hanky panky in the outback Down Under:
Who knows what these half-savage Crocodile Dundees
In their ragged undees
Have dun der?
[continued]

Wasp lights on the step
near my bare foot: I ignore
him and ignore him...
_____
Gold Rorshach design
glides past, now rests on a grass
blade, half a design.
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Apostrophe to an Apostrophe

The End of the End of the World

O Apostrophe, you cut me off, for with you,
I’m mortal, without you,
Immortal.
_____

I can imagine the cataclysm — explosion, flood,
asteroid collision, implosion of the sun....
I can envision billions of bodies or no bodies,
an ashen globe or its quadrillion fragments —
all that I can conceive of.

A great unknown poet, he lived a brilliant life,
but it ended up on the cutting room floor.

What I cannot imagine, in all that silence
(and any silence is an opportunity,
so this final silence must be
the opportunity to end all opportunities) —
what I cannot conceive of is the absence
of 10,000,000 poets — the absence of even
a single poet — to tell the absent us
in trillions of words, collectively,
how hard it is to speak at such a time,
but that now, after the end of the world,
more than ever, we must speak out;

Magic Gone Bad
I always answer letters, eagerly
await answers and cherish old friends
as if they were magically destined
always—though they grow bitter
and dilatory—to be my friends.
Perhaps I could start afresh
with strangers and in a few years
be free of my old magic.
_____

no 10,000 or 10 billion e-mail messages
about gatherings of poets, ash to ash and
on the web, to mourn, to share, to celebrate
man’s renewed commitment to survival, if only as
dispersed atoms and exotic rays in whirls
of dusty cosmic gas;

In the 50’s we all KNEW that all-out nuclear war
was inevitable, that our governments could not long
resist the temptation to achieve such radiant
righteousness as to scorch the other side into an
eternal shadow-emblem of its wrongness; we knew
our rulers, elected or festered into office, were
fools, self-deceived, corrupt, as prone to tantrums
as spoiled two-year-olds. We knew we had no future
or only what could be stowed in concrete bunkers.

I can’t conceive of no lyrical affirmations,
no acid condemnations of those to blame
(The System, corporate greed, philistines,
Arabs, Jews, Communists, Blacks, the press,
the administration, right-wing extremists,
liberals, environmentalists, men, etc.),

It’s 59 years since the first atomic bombs
were dropped and for most of that time the greatest,
stupidest, most evil powers on earth have possessed
these weapons and not used them, which leads me

no fresh and powerful voices joining in,
no performance poets rapping out their rages,
brags and politically correct empathies,
no brilliant epiphanies to make us keenly aware
that we are all, everyone of us, cinders —
and perhaps that most of us deserve it,
and certainly only the poet could feel
the death of a whole world
in the crushing of an ant or the shadow
of a leaf’s fall — if only there were still
ants and leaves and sensitivity.

to wonder, shouldn’t we thank those assholes
and be pleased with them and with ourselves
for electing them, for surviving them?
Shouldn’t we begin to wonder if we aren’t better
than we fear?

No, this is inconceivable, beyond silence;
it cannot be, this oxymoron: A catastrophe
without poets, the greatest conceivable catastrophe
without the greatest flowering, or at least vegetating, of
poets. It is inconceivable,
like a perfect God with zits, and therefore
impossible. Yes, thanks to poets,
the end of the world is impossible.
_____
Rattle of rain on the roof —
comforting reminder, that broken sound,
of our good fortune that when all this water
falls upon us from the sky,
it falls as droplets.
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Cool night. Thick grass
recoils before my bare foot
loses touch.
_____

Baby drools on the couch,
looks up for our smiles. Innocence?
In a sense.

Starlings: Peck Peck Peck...
Boing! lands the ball,
away they flap.

_____
The wind’s touch tickles
fallen leaves; they curl up,
Babinsky reflex sound.
_____

It’s Not the Same

“Are you done?” Not yet —
there’s still a frilly, rust-tipped leaf
on the plate to look at.
_____

Years after his dog died,
he doesn’t play with the neighbor’s dogs
(big taupe and reddish lumps on the lawn).
They stir, follow him with eager, imploring eyes,
moving up to their invisible electric fence
as he passes, back from jogging,
waves at them, says vaguely “Good Boys”
(knowing one is the other’s Mom)
and heads home, not wanting
the commitment: If he gives them
what they think they want (some head pats,
scruffle the neck fur, toss a stick or two),
they’ll be more disappointed next time
he doesn’t. Won’t they?

Biting down on lettuce—
outside a sudden spatter of rain.
_____
Rain outside?
Or wind rattling the live oak?
_____
We notice the ancient barn.
Old buildings grow new.
_____

One day, sick of making excuses to himself,
he walks into their yard to play.
Surprising how slow they are,
coming up to him (has it been that many years
he’s passed them by?), but they rub against him,
wagging. One brings him a much-chewed branch.
He tosses it. They run, both grab and wrench at it,
until the larger spins it away,
brings it back to him — relinquishes it
(he’d expected a tug of war; his dog never
let go, would tease him by offering,
then dodging away). The other
is off sniffing at grass.

Checking my pocket...
Where are my pens?
I feel naked.
_____
Over the blue pool
skims a shiny red frisbee
too quick to reflect.
_____
100 cars wait
for one tall yacht. Then the bridge
is again a bridge.
_____

He’s about to try another toss,
but now both dogs are nuzzling
the same spot of grass. He calls to them,
tosses one of their hard rubber toys
towards them. They watch it bounce past and return
to sniffing. He feels...cheated? disappointed? relieved? No.
They’re someone else’s dogs.
He leaves them to it.

Fountain — even as I bend to drink,
twinges in my teeth.
_____
The grain of this table top—
intimate inner life of a tree.
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I wonder could I sleep
on this soft quilted grey sky?
_____

The Wrong Time
You’re making all the right noises,
but I can’t remember why my finger
is going up and down and up and down
between your legs — like an oil derrick
or a mad violinist who can play only one note
ceaselessly.

Nothing dentured,
Everything strained.
_____
Why did the New-Age warden order the prisoners
fed giant lobsters and crabs, steamed?
To give them greater shellfish, steamed.

Holding Hands
“John Loves Mary”
Wet Cement Loves Hands
or hands love wet cement. But time and sunlight
harden the cement and callus the fingers,
and they no longer love each other, at least not
in that clingy way, though there’s a kind of love
in galloping breathless over the sidewalk (“beat you
to the fire hydrant on the corner!”) and leaving
no discernible mark, no more than, on each other,
callused hands clapping to our singing.
Love is most at home with the yielding, but resilient,
the breast that seems to give way, give
its all to the hand, but a moment later is itself,
ivory, impervious. We want to be able to rend
each other, swallow each other like raw oysters,
chew, twist, crush and know by each other’s moans
that we have done so, then have each other emerge,
smiling, flawless, like children pointing fingers
and yelling BANG BANG! YOU’RE DEAD! —
contorting, crumpling to the earth
to lie deadly still, then spring up laughing.

The Maltese Falcon,
stewed, was plain,
but noirishing.
The Time Of Day
Sex on first waking, sour-mouthed,
is about stroking silky flesh,
cautious not to breathe directly
at each other, long lazy strokes,
the orgasm a distant tingling,
as if we haven’t fully re-entered
our own bodies yet, much less
each other’s. Or perhaps life
is recapitulated in each day,
and we are born each morning
asexual babies, new to our own flesh.

The handprint I leave in concrete outlasts the hand,
the thousands of handprints invisible
on the bodies of lovers (even white slap marks
now hidden in hardened eyes). Put your hand here,
if you can, into the impression. Can you feel
what my hand felt?
_____
We try to sum up a life on a tombstone.
Better than having one’s death summarized
on one’s living face.
_____

Night sex is the meeting of ready flesh,
two quivering parts - too long kept apart of a whole. Orgasm is intense - a long burning
thread of pleasure tugged out of me, dragging
a hot triple barb that pricks in passing
more nerve endings than I knew I had.
Afternoon delight is the plunder of our
social selves, a kind of willing rape:
We are half in the clothes we wore moments ago
at computer or desk, half in our hairy bare
necessities; half for each other, half
for the world, two gray-haired, plumpish
earnest people suddenly turned half-naked
squirming puppies. Orgasm comes quick
and easy, like a burst of laughter. We are
half dressed, but never more naked.

On the post office wall,
faces of people sought for quarentine
because their misery is contagious.
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I walked home through the park every night. Friends,
other drivers — all said, “You’re nuts!”
Once, at 6 am, I exchanged hi’s with a whitehaired,
red-sweat-suited lady jogging along the park drive.
I never met anyone else, except one night
when I got in early. I didn’t know that the
southwest corner of the park was, until about 2 am,
a meeting and mating territory for gays;
I’d never been there that early before.
I paused in a clearing to watch a full red moon
rise, huge, above the trees. A slim young man
appeared at my side and looked where I looked.
I said, “Beautiful, isn’t it.” He said, “Yes,”
and reached out to touch my arm. I said,
“No.” He drew his hand back quickly
as if from a flame, was silent a moment,
then said, “Oh, you’re straight,
aren’t you.” “Yes.” And we stood there
a moment more, side by side,
watching the moon rise.
Long after, I’d think of that moment
and remember not the moon’s beauty
nor anything repellent about his approach,
but the relief in his voice when he said, “Oh,
you’re straight, aren’t you.” I, too, was relieved —
that he’d pulled back his hand.

Our Cover Blown
We were sitting at the counter of
an all-night coffee-shop (L.A., 7th and
Alvarado, circa 1970) eating hot fudge
sundaes around midnight, me and my old
companion of long walks and talks, when,
seeing through the window, kitty-corner
across Alvarado, three guys (Hispanics, I think)
swinging long metal pipes hard at others
who were dodging — so far; we looked
at each other; I or he said, “We’d better”;
and we rose; walked out into the intersection
(holding up hands to stop a car or two);
strode quickly towards the far corner
as straight and intent as Yojimbo (as if
we knew how to fight); my friend called out
(briskly, evenly, clearly, loudly) “THAT’S IT.
KNOCK IT OFF”. The three guys ran to a car
and screeched away. We returned to the counter,
spooned up our melted sundaes and became nerds again,
arguing about — I can never remember
what we argued about. Neither of us mentioned
the obvious: how fortunate that the pipe-swingers
hadn’t recognized us for what we were — or
how fortunate that they had?

But why was HE relieved? Was it
one of those things my best friends
won’t tell me? Or just his knowing
from the start something wasn’t
the way it was supposed to be?

My Gay Life in Central Park, 1974
Central Park at night was off the end
of the flat world: “There dragons be!”
But my garage (west 61st) was diagonally
across the park from my apartment (east 97th),
the subways out of the way and dreary,
and many a dark pre-dawn when I left my cab
at the garage and walked uptown,
the park looked innocent as Eden;
so one such morning, looking over my shoulder
at utterly empty Central Park West,
I plunged in, roved alone among the trees,
up along the reservoir, over rocks and horsepaths,
all deserted, just me and trees and
over the East Side, the first pink tinge of sunrise.
I met no dragons. Muggers, too, must sleep.
In a city of millions, fear and exhaustion
had relinquished acres of woods and dewy lawn
as new as the mourning dove’s COO coo coo—
to me alone.
[continued]

I didn’t ask, but I had two other thoughts:
One was a story my Uncle used to tell
of visiting New York as a young man,
staying at the Y where a guy put his hand on my
Uncle’s knee and how my Uncle punched him good.
Maybe my companion was glad
I kept looking at the moon.
But maybe, like anyone caught up
in the tangled fears and hopes
of cruising and courtship,
he was relieved because I wasn’t
what he’d hoped, was just someone
he could share a moment with
who would want nothing of him.
Suddenly, for that moment,
the world got awfully simple.
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The Emperor’s Clothes
So much was already here
when I arrived, brick houses, roads with
infinitely variegated pebbly tarry textures, trees,
gardens, cities, mountains, procedures, governments,
schools, teachers, people who knew
all about everything, but wouldn’t
tell me much — all this stuff!
It had always been here, would always
be here. I was new. Or dumb enough
to think so, to believe what all this stuff
dinned into me: “The universe is sacred,
beyond understanding, to be obeyed!”
O, this is a scared sacred universe,
exactly as sacred as it is scared,
like any paranoid dictator insisting
on being taken seriously, grinding
people down not out of sadism,
but hungering for the solemnity
of agony, dreading one who, tortured,
will laugh and be free,
scared stiff that we’ll remember
who we are, what we can create, uncreate,
trembling
(if you stand very still and look
at a stone or a bureaucrat
or your own body, you sense the trembling,
things flickering in time like a toothache’s
sharp hard pang, which, confronted,
becomes a massive throb, then a tingling
flow, then vanishes.)
lest we exclaim, “It’s all so simple!”
and
(What vanished? Did someone
turn up the lights?)
it is.
_____

The Beginning of a Poem
Even as I write these words,
I know that critics will insist
that the poem doesn’t begin here.
“For me,” each will say, “this poem
really begins in the [much later] stanza...” —
and of course, they will be right.
Yet this poem has already begun.
What can I do about it?
For a poem squats on one’s tongue
as stubbornly as garlic.
Any critic still reading (I don’t know
why a critic would still be reading)
will have thought the poem was about to begin
with the garlicky squatter, an IMAGE,
after all. But if the critic is still
with us, he or she knows that the poem
has not yet begun. Why not? Does this poem
despise critics? Love to tease them?
Surely it can be written for no one else —
who else would care?
I begin to suspect that this poem
never will begin — the REAL poem,
that is. So it may as well begin
anywhere — and so it does!
The observant critic who is still with us
(that optimistic “us”!) will have noted
that the poem, such as it is or might be,
really ended, for any reasonable reader,
at the close of the last stanza,
a punchline, of a sort. This critic
will advise cutting the current stanza
as superfluous (or, just to be kind,
will suggest saving it for another poem),
saying, “for me the poem ends with
‘and so it does!’” And, indeed, so it ought.

After dark comes sunlight,
letting me see everything
that reflects sunlight.

Nonetheless — and it pains me to have to say this,
having been helped so often by generous advice
from critics — nonetheless, the poem —
if poem it be — ends here.

One day there’s another kind of light
in which I can see another world
that reflects only the new light —
if I have the eyes for it.

[The poem is gone. It’s over. Nothing to see here,
folks. Go home. Think about something else.]
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